Ideal Dispensary

The enhanced display signage will improve the product buying experience for your patients by:

- Organizing product assortments
- Assisting patients with product selections
- Highlighting health benefits of whole food-based supplementation

Product Display Examples

Tips For Assembly

- “L-cards” (Item A) come with adhesive squares and are to be used as “shelf hangers” as shown below

- Adhesive squares can be utilized for hanging wall signs, or to adhere signage to your shelving (Items A, C, D, F)
- If you choose to use easel backs on shelf signs (Items C, D & F), some quick tips on assembly are below

1. Hold easel with adhesive side towards you

2. Pop out middle section (away from you) and gently fold at the horizontal crease

3. Bend left and right side, towards the middle at the fold/crease

4. Fold back left and right side until it slides into place

5. Remove covering on adhesive

6. Stick to bottom-most edge of shelf sign
In-Clinic Display Options

**Starter Kit (L00018)**

A  6’x6’ Category L-Cards - Set of 5
B  2.5’x3’ Category Name Plates - Set of 11
C  10’x6” Small SP Logo Sign

1 Adhesive squares will be provided.
2 Easel back will be provided.

**Branding Kit (L00019)**

D  8’x8’ SP Branded Shelf Sign - Set of 4
E  3’x6” Styrene Formed Shelf Graphics - Set of 2

1 Adhesive squares will be provided.
2 Easel back will be provided.

**Lifestyle Kit (L00020)**

F  8’x8’ Lifestyle Focus Shelf Sign - Set of 3

1 Adhesive squares will be provided.
2 Easel back will be provided.

**Display Header (L00021)**

G  24’x12” Styrene Formed SP Branded Header

**Display Stands (L00022)**

H  5’x2’x2” Wooden block stands - Set of 2

---

TO ORDER ADDITIONAL MATERIALS  Visit the Resources & Literature section of the site while logged in.  www.standardprocess.com/display-options